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1. Introduction. Let GF(q) denote the finite field of q p elements. Let A
be an e X ] matrix and B be an s X matrix of rank w over GF(q). This paper is
concerned with the problem of determining the number N(A, B, lCl, lc2) of pairs
U, V of matrices over GF(q) such that

(1.1) UAV B,
where U is s X e of rank/cl and V is ] ( of rank k2 First (Theorem 1), a
formula is proved which gives N(A, B, kl, k2) as a sum involving the numbers
N(I.,, Bo, rl, r), where m rank A and I is the identity matrix of order m, Bo
is a canonical form for B under equivalence of matrices and rl, r2 run from w to
rain (m, k) and rain (m, k), respectively. Then (Theorem 2) the number
N(I,, Bo, rl, r) is found in terms of certain exponential sums H(s, t, w; z) whose
explicit values are known [1; 8]. Theorem 2 is proved by expressing the desired
number as a double finite trigonometric sum which is then evaluated. Together
with the formula for H(s, t, w; z), Theorems 1 and 2 serve to give N(A, B, k k)
explicitly.
The total numberN (A, B) of solutions U, V of (1.1) of arbitrary rank has been

determined previously by the writer [1; Theorem 3]. This number is clearly
the sum of N(A, B, kl, k) over all/c and/c such that w _< k

_
rain (s, e) and

w

_
k2

_
rain ([, t).

2. Notation and preliminaries. Throughout this paper Roman capitals A,
B, will denote matrices over GF(q), q p, except as indicated. A(e, ])
will denote a matrix of e rows and ] columns and A (e, f; m) a matrix of the same
size which has rank m. In particular, I(e, 1; m) will denote the matrix of e rows
and columns which has I the identity of order m, in its upper left-hand
corner and zeros elsewhere. If A A(e; f; m), then there exist non-singular
matrices P(e, e) and Q(], ]) such that PAQ I(e, ]; m).

If A (a.) is square, then z(A) a is the trace of A. It is easily shown
that z(A + B) z(A) - z(B)and for AC square, z(AC) (r(CA).
For a e GF(q), we define

(2.1) e(a) e(")/, t(a) a -{- a - + a’-’,
from which it follows that e(a + ) e(a)e() and

( 0),
( # 0),
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